
Movian - Feature #1684
OSD Info
04/15/2013 01:13 AM - Marcin Cichoń

Status: Fixed Start date: 04/15/2013
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: User interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.0
Description

Add OSD Info which can be toogled. Info about played file like:

Duration: Elapsed/Total Time (0-100%)
Time: %H:%M:%S

It could be configured in settings, and switched On/Off when watching a movie. It's present in almost every PC movie player so i think
it can be done in Showtime as well /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png Position, font type and color could be
changed.

Related issues:
Related to Feature # 2143: Clock Fixed 05/12/2014

Associated revisions
Revision ae155eb9 - 10/28/2015 08:44 AM - Andreas Smas

ui: Rework video playback OSD

Fixes #2815
Fixes #2574
Fixes #2616
Fixes #1684

History
#1 - 04/15/2013 10:34 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

What is wrong with the current OSD (square button on ps3, F2 on keyboard)?

#2 - 04/16/2013 01:03 AM - Marcin Cichoń

Andreas Öman wrote:

What is wrong with the current OSD (square button on ps3, F2 on keyboard)?

On PS3 it's way to big and shows to much info (file size, bitrate and so on), it's OK but too much data. When You press left analog stick You get
Version Info which has good size and position to be displayed all the time. It does not bother me when i watch a movie. This could be used as a
starting point for OSD Info that shows duration and actual system time. Plus I've posted a screenshot from PotPlayer. I was thinking about something
like that on screenshot.
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#3 - 07/03/2013 12:03 AM - Marcin Cichoń

Any info about it, could it be incorporated in any version??

#4 - 07/03/2013 07:20 AM - Andreas Smas

No, there are no real updates to this.

What do you think about just leaving the upper right box out (configurable of course) so it's just the bottom bar.
I suppose it contains the information you're looking for (played time + total time)

#5 - 01/05/2014 08:46 AM - Leonid Protasov

That could be like option in settings->look and feel:
OSD info: Progress bar+Playback status(default), Progress bar+Playback status+Sysinfo, Bar only

#6 - 01/05/2014 11:47 PM - Marcin Cichoń

@up +1
But what I was hoping to incorporate was simple showing of actual system time and basic info what left of watched movie. For me most important
feature would be showing of actual time, that's because I like to know what time it is when I watch a movie. If not possible then scrap this idea 
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#7 - 02/01/2014 06:09 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Target version set to 4.6

#8 - 02/09/2014 02:21 AM - Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from Normal to Low

#9 - 02/17/2014 05:47 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (4.6)

#10 - 05/12/2014 08:09 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #2143: Clock added

#11 - 02/27/2015 12:34 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from Low to Normal
- Target version set to 5.0

#12 - 10/28/2015 08:48 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|ae155eb9216406772f303e8feb387cb45c53f33b.
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